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INTRODUCTION 

This report summarizes key results and findings from the first Community Co-Planning 

workshop held for The Pocket SNAP.  The workshop is the first of two main workshops held as 

part of the SNAP planning process and serves as a key component of phase 2 of the three-step 

process (see figure below).  The aim of the workshop was to define the community’s motivating 

themes and gain perspective and insight into what the people of the Pocket are passionate 

about and value most for their community.  Additionally, the workshop provided TRCA staff and 

members of Pocket Community Association an opportunity to present the SNAP model and our 

partnership in this process, to the community.   

 

 

 

With over 100 participants, including residents, community association reps, Councillor Paula 

Fletcher and our municipal partners from the City of Toronto’s Environment and Energy 

Division, Parks, Forestry and Recreation Division and Transportation Services, this workshop 

was a deeply informative, exciting, and successful event overall! 

But it was not just the ‘numbers’ that made this evening a success, it was also the input and 

engagement from the attendees, the incredible insight gleaned from the conversations and 

out-of-the-box dreaming and most of all the obvious passion and dedication of The Pocket 

residents to making their community an even more incredible, socially, and environmentally 

conscious, beautiful, green and peaceful place to live.  A pocket oasis if you will.  

Delivered online, the workshop consisted of a variety of informative and engaging 

presentations, including a Google Earth “Tour Through Time” which provided participants with 

a timeline of their Pocket neighbourhood, from its geological past to early inhabitants and up to 

modern day “The Pocket”.  Other presentations included a SNAP overview presentation and a 

presentation by the Pocket Change Committee pertaining to their innovative work and ideas on 

Home Retrofits.  In addition to presentations, we held three breakout room activities in which 

participants shared what they loved most about living in the Pocket, what they wished for, how 



they envisioned their community in the future, and what would help them engage in GHC 

reducing home retrofits.  They were encouraged to dream big and be creative and the results, 

summarized below, showcase this creativity and vision.  

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Workshop Details: 

The workshop was held on Monday May 17th, 2021, from 7-9pm, online using Zoom 

technology. 

Participant Information: 

The total number of attendees stood at 110.  Participants included local stakeholders and 

residents (including representatives from The Pocket Community Association and Pocket 

Change), Councillor Paula Fletcher, City of Toronto staff from the Environment and Energy 

Division, Park, Forestry and Recreation and Transportation Services and a host of TRCA staff.  

Below is a summary: 

Participants Numbers 

Residents 93 

City of Toronto staff 6 
TRCA staff 11 

 

Poll Results 

We conducted a variety of polls, both at the beginning and end of the workshop, to gain a 

better understanding of our participants’ demographics and interests.  Below is a summary of 

the findings and a table showing all results: 

Demographic Information: 

Most workshop attendees were single family homeowners, but we did get some participation 

from renters, both of apartments in houses and in low-rise buildings.  Participants who 

responded to the polls identified as either having lived in The Pocket for 15 years or more, or as 

new residents, 0-5 years.    

Not surprisingly, when asked what they love most about living in the community, most poll 

respondents stated that it was the sense of community they feel.  This correlates with the 

results of the workshop breakout session activities, which also show a high value placed on the 

sense of community and the people/neighbours. 

 

 

 



Question Response    
How many years have 
you lived in the Pocket? 

15+ years:  
65%  

10-15 years:  0 5-10 Years: 0 0-5 years: 
35% 

What is your age? 45+ years:  
70% 

30-45 years: 21% 15-30 years: 9% 0-15 
years: 0 

What do you most love 
about living/accessing 
the community? 

Walkability:  
30% 

Sense of 
Community: 48% 

Parks/Green 
spaces: 20% 

Other: 2% 

 

Volunteerism and Participation 

We ran two polls at the end of the workshop to ascertain the level of interest of attendees in 

participating and/or volunteering in a variety of potential programs/projects within The Pocket.  

The listed activities are examples of community engagement events typical in SNAP projects 

and reflect a variety of interests and themes. 

Community Program # Interested in 
Participating 

# Interested in 
Volunteering 

Home retrofit DIY’s/workshops 35 19 

Age-specific programs (child, youth, 
seniors) 

8 5 

Parks/greenspaces/plantings 34 29 

Private yard eco-landscaping 25 11 
Social/meeting neighbours 32 23 

Other 5 2 

Not Interested/no time 0 3 

 

From the above results, it appears that the community is most interested in participating in 

social gatherings and opportunities to meet neighbours, and in home retrofit DIY’s and 

workshops.  The latter bodes well for the work of the Pocket Change committee and the 

developments they are making in creating a community- based home retrofit program to 

facilitate the home retrofit process.  On the volunteering side, the two most popular responses 

were for social programs and parks/greenspace/planting programs.  These results will help 

inform the types of events and engagement for this SNAP over the coming months. 

WHAT WE HEARD 

The community spoke creatively, articulately, and passionately about what matters to them, 

and we listened! 

We heard a lot about how much the participants love their community, what they wish for and 

their big dreams and ideas.  Below are some of the highlights of recurring themes that emerged 

from our breakout activities: 



What I Love/What I Wish 

What I Love What I Wish 
Community: sense of community, 
community events, social gatherings, the 
people 

More community connection: events, garden 
sharing/food growing, social gatherings 

Green spaces: Phin Park, Oakvale 
Greenspace, community garden, dog park, 
trees, butterfly gardens 

More greenspace: more trees, more green 
pathways, and connections to and through 
green spaces, more biodiversity/habitat 

Tranquil/serene nature of the Pocket: quiet 
streets, walkable, no arterial roads, kids 
playing in the streets 

More sharing: tool library, communal 
gardening spaces for shared food production, 
shared electric car charging stations 

Sharing: community gardening, growing 
food for sharing, tool library, social 
gatherings 

More community spaces: interesting & more 
accessible playgrounds, sports fields, places to 
sit in parks, gathering spaces, greenspaces 

Art: mural/art along laneway, art in the 
neighbourhood 

Art: more art in the neighbourhood, murals in 
laneways and alleys, art installation in Phin 
Park 

 

WOW/2050 Cover Story 

WOW 2050 

Green Infrastructure: More green space, 
trees, permeable surfaces, rainwater 
retention, green streets, habitats and 
biodiversity, green roof over TTC, rail deck 
park 

Food production:  year-round food 
production in greenhouses, more spaces for 
growing food, garden sharing 

GHG reductions:  electric cars, communal car 
charging stations, home retrofits, 
microgrid/district energy 

Net zero: heat pumps, renewable energy/ 
solar, district energy, carbon neutral 

Art:  murals, art in parks and laneways, art on 
TTC fencing 

Housing:  more density, mixed uses, infill, 
affordability, accessibility for seniors 

Diversity, inclusion, and accessibility, truth, 
and reconciliation 

Diversity, inclusion, and accessibility 

Active Transportation:  network of bike 
lanes, bike sharing 

Active Transportation:  bike sharing for kids, 
connected neighbourhood trail network 

 

 



WOW Sample Whiteboard:  

 

Home Retrofits 

Motivation to Undertake Retrofits  
Renovations • Personal comfort 

• Cost savings 

• Greater good 

• More livable space 

Age of Housing • Older homes require upgrades 

• Unseen problems 

GHG  • Desire to be net zero 
house/neighbourhood 

• Climate action 

 

Top of Mind Projects/Actions  

Windows 
 

• Replacing old windows 

Insultation  • Outdoor cladding 

• Insulating walls and attic 

Gardens/plantings • Native plants for sun or shad 

• Rain gardens 

Energy efficiency • Heat pumps, insulation, roof, etc. 



 

Obstacles   
Age of Housing 
 

• Fear of ‘poking’ around in old homes 

• Possible difficulty in retrofitting/space 

Costs • Expensive quotes 

• Cost of simply getting advice, let alone 
retrofit costs 

Complexity of Process • Navigating complex 
systems/protocols/processes 

• Navigating the various stages of a retrofit 
(where to start) 

Know How • Contractors are not knowledgeable about 
innovative processes 

• Understanding the technical aspects and 
processes can be overwhelming 

 

Recommendations and Desired 
Supports 

 

Education and knowledge • Easy access to information and 
knowledgeable 

• Accessible routes 
• Make the process easy to understand  
• Simplification of technical jargon 

Streamlining the process • One phone call 
• One-stop-shop 
• Database/website with all information 

needed 

Trust/Confidence • Trustworthy advice/advisors/coaches 
• Trust in contractors/providers 

Cost • Budgeting assistance 
• Timelines 
• Affordability 
• Cheat and easy fixes 

Sharing Economy • Sharing information, know-how and 
resources 

• Access to necessary tools and equipment for 
DIY projects 



• Cooperation and coordination between 
neighbours 

 

CONCLUSION 

The above are glimpses into the many insightful comments received and recorded during the 

May 17th workshop.  The complete list and summary of draft themes are attached as 

appendices.  This community is driven to work together to make positive change to an already 

vibrant neighbourhood.  The community spoke of wanting to make The Pocket an even more 

connected, community-oriented, green, serene, and net zero ‘pocket’ within the city.  

Through the ongoing SNAP process, we will work together with the Pocket Community 

Association and our municipal partners to develop action areas and signature projects that 

reflect and respect these values and ideals, and implement, together with the community, 

meaningful and exciting projects, and programs. 

 

NEXT STEPS 

 

  

Finalizing a summary 
report of the emerging 

themes and action areas

Further development of 
action area ideas

Plan and prepare for 
Community Co-design 

Workshop of integrated 
projects in the fall
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Appendix 1:  Workshop Agenda 

AGENDA  

The Pocket SNAP Community Co-Planning Workshop #1  

Purpose:  To identify motivating themes and project concepts for a SNAP Action Plan in The Pocket. 

Date:  Monday May 17th, 2021 

Time:  7-9pm 

Location:  Online Zoom meeting 

Time 
 

Activity 

7:00pm  Event starts 

7:03pm (7 minutes) Welcome and opening remarks 

• TRCA welcome, Indigenous land acknowledgement and overview of 
agenda 

• PCA welcome – Lori O’Neill 

7:10 (5 minutes) Councillor’s remarks 

7:15 (7 minutes)   Icebreaker Trivia – Test your neighbourhood knowledge 
 

7:22 (7 minutes) Timeline Activity – Travel through time to explore the Pocket. 

7:29 (3 minutes) Breakout Activities Overview 

7:32 (12 minutes) Breakout Activity 1 - What I love/What I Wish – Your chance to share what 
you love about your neighbourhood and dream about what you would like 
to see! 
 

7:44 (6 minutes) Review of SNAP Objectives and Process  

7:50 (3 minutes) Presentation – Pocket Change 
 

7:53 (24 minutes)  Breakout Activity 2 - WOW and 2050 Cover Story Activity – Dreaming big 
about The Pocket! 

8:17 (5 minutes) Quick report back from activity  
 

8:22 (8 minutes) Presentation - Home Retrofit Initiative  

8:30 (20 minutes) Breakout Activity 3 – Home retrofit initiative – What’s your motivation? 

8:50 (5 minutes) Report back  
 

8:55 (5 minutes) Next steps, closing remarks 

9:00 Adjourn 

 

 

 



Appendix 2:  Summary of Workshop Activity Results 

 

WHAT I LOVE/WHAT I WISH 

WHAT I LOVE 

Livia Court- Cars don’t go through. Safe for kids.  People go out and socialize.  

Sidewalks- Parallel to Phin, goes through Oakvale. great sacred places. People can walk, socialize with 
neighbours, connect with nature  

streets are very peaceful 

It’s a great place to walk! Greenwood to Jones through residential streets and green spaces 

Kids playing on streets, like the old days. 

Piece of artwork at the corner of Donlands. Canoe. Designed to recreate the history of the creek. Sad that 
it’s not visible. We should make it more visible 

Secret art installations - A knot in a pine tree by the track at Wandering Spirit that has been converted 
into a night skyline.  Bowling pins attached high on a hydro pole and others. 

Variety of housing – community housing and privately-owned homes (ranging from moderate to 
elaborate), including multi-rental units 

Quiet, dead-end, low-traffic streets  

Green spaces (Phin Park for families and kids to play), the dog park 

Civic area with various community services (TTC, schools, daycares) 

Hastings Creek: Very cool that you can hear it and see it. Would like to preserve it. In wet weather comes 
out at the end of the triangle. 

Hastings Creek can be seen on Hasting and Harriet south of the tracks 

Community Gardens are awesome, 2 

 I agree that it’s worth recognizing the community garden and urban orchard 

Diversity of community events! 

The incredible pocket spirit. No other community like it. Socially conscious and fun loving at the same 
time. Great people!! 

I appreciate my neighbours who have devoted a lot of energy to making this a community. 

The TTC yards were the first brickyards in Toronto 

Some people love the sound of the trains--they find it comforting (I live too far from the tracks to hear 
them). 



Phin Park – new mom, connecting with other people in park, events in the park, xmas party, Pride Parade 
– speaks to sense of community and love of greenspace that the community shares 

loves green space and dog park 

agrees with others, but also geographically feels like one giant pedestrian short cut – pain to drive 
through and a pleasure to walk, most obvious no way to drive from East to West, but you can on foot, it’s 
a beautiful route, along Oakdale and through dog park (nesting hawk), through Phin Park, can also get 
through on a bike  

the incredible pocket spirit, no other like it 

incredible NBH to walk through and use of green space in the NBH, how the park has changed over the 
years, it’s incredible.  If you build it, they will come.  Such a joy to walk and cycle through the NBH.  Dog 
Park is a pleasure and a treasure.  Loves that it isn’t fenced in. With all of the COVID puppies it has 
become a great place to connect with people 

on behalf of children everywhere they love watching the trains.  There is a spot they can watch at top of 
tunnel.  Dozens of children every day and train conductors blow the whistle.  Look out point at north end 
where all tracks reduce to a single track and enter a tunnel.  TTC trains. Oakvale Avenue 

Phin Park 

Wandering Spirit School 

Walkable, quiet streets – Oakville, Past the school, east west route with Phin Park at the centre (a few 
others agreed) 

 the gardens and dog park that my wife and our dog were all seriously building plus the Oakvale Green 
Community Gardens that several the Pocket residents use 

 The butterfly garden in Phin Park and the basketball court :) 

The winter skating rink in Phin Park. 

I love the green spaces - Phin Park and the dog park 

TREES  

garden 

off leash area 

Green space 

Walking to stores and parks everything on Danforth 

Being able to see the lake  

Close to subway 

Phin Park 

street trees – the bounding streets are quite barren, would help soften the harder edges 

 but they need to be planted in a way that they survive 

 More interesting playground at Phin Park – more interesting climbers (like the park across from earl gray 
school), or free play areas like a water play, wider variety of ages 



Don valley for hiking 

The laneways  

The people of the pocket* 

Trees on Chatham Ave 

Community togetherness  

Leash free dog park 

Tai chi in Phin Park 

Circus books  

Close to Monarch Park  

The people in the neighborhood  

Events in Phin Park* 

Close to subway 

Firework nights 

Turkish Shoe Repair  

Close to Taylor creek  

Close to Taylor creek 

The call to prayer from the Mosque 

Wandering spirit school 

Oumae the tailor by mosque  

Variety/mix of land uses 

There is a relatively connected system of green spaces 

There are different activities/programming in different spaces (well distributed) – not many people 
crowding in one space 

community gardens 

Maturity of the neighbourhood – houses have a character, there are lots of trees, including many old, 
large trees (e.g., there are fifty 80-year-old trees) 

There are many nice, large trees particularly along Condor Ave – they're well maintained by the City of 
Toronto 

Multimodal connections and proximity to the vibrant commercial strip along Danforth and subway 
stations 

Important to recognize the garden and the off-leash area 

lack of arterial streets 

Bike lanes along Danforth 

'Communauto' driveshare program 

Walkable, quiet streets – Oakvale, Past the school, east west route with Phin Park at the centre (a few 
others agreed) 

accessibility 

topography 

Oakvale Avenue Residents Association (OKRA) community garden 

tree canopy 



safety 

  

WHAT I WISH 

I’d love to see a pedestrian way south of the TTC yard to Greenwood 

I’d love to see the return of the Tool Library to the East End, somewhere in the Pocket or close by. It was a 
fantastic resource. 

more direct and deliberate transportation through Phin Park, use it as a hub! it is so valuable. 

Condor Lane Rejuvenation - Mural Project? 

It would be interesting to unlock the creek 

The school had an idea for a native plant garden; I'm not sure where that's been left but I'd like to see 
that 

Wandering Spirit (the school) to be accessible to the public outside of school hours 

Replace restore tree canopy. More trees 

Dedicated bike lane, or marked lanes for pedestrians and bikes through Phin / Oakvale Green 

I would love to have pedestrian crossing to cross Greenwood at Oakvale Ave :) 

 
Caretakers for trees 

More art in the park programs in Phin Park 

Orchard 

Tree species labels throughout neighborhood at mount pleasant cemetery  

Electric car charger 

Big old trees 

Water fountain in dog park 

Artistic installation in Phin Park 

A green roof on TTC buildings 

Clear view to Lake Ontario 

Green laneways/art murals 

Car charging stations for cars that park on streets 

affordable houses 

more accessible play structure 

better snow removal 

More benches and seating in parks 

The school space/field used to be used for such, so finding another location, independent of the school 
would be good 

Lack of sports fields, so more sports fields would be great (even for a small game of pick-up soccer) 

Many homes don't have driveways, so public places for charging would be helpful 

Electric car charging stations in the community 

battling for TTC greening for years. I hope that work is not lost. 



street trees – the bounding streets are quite barren, would help soften the harder edges, but they need to 
be planted in a way that they survive 

More interesting playground at Phin Park – more interesting climbers (like the park across from earl gray 
school), or free play areas like a water play, wider variety of ages 

more accessible play structure  

I’d love to see the return of the Tool Library to the East End, somewhere in the Pocket or close by. It was a 
fantastic resource. 

Condor Lane Rejuvenation - Mural Project? 

Neighbourhood-wide education and action program to reduce invasive plants and increase native and 
pollinator-friendly ones. 

 

WOW  

Truth and Reconciliation – unique opportunity with WS school, building more partnerships and raising 
awareness, art in the lanes, Jeff Auto has a mural inspired by Indigenous issues, love lanes that have 
murals and art, great opportunity in an underdeveloped area in the pocket 

Water and stormwater management combined with something beautiful  

Adult exercise equipment like in Greenwood Park 

depaving in general 

Less machines/construction sounds 

Less paving, more permeable paving 

Improving kids’ playground and wading pool 

Green infrastructure  

Anything with more trees  

enhanced accessibility  

vertical gardens 

plastic eating bacteria 

Green laneways along Phin Park 

Rooftop garden on TTC, veg trees, flowers 

Green roof over TTC:  Would be the only green roof that would be at eye level.  Would be structurally 
feasible – someone already submitted a Freedom of Information Request (FOI) to City/TTC (?) 

A 'rail deck park' over the TTC yards here 

Butterfly corridor/pollinator gardens 

Self-sustaining community through a microgrid/geothermal/district energy  

net zero 

electric cars 

green roof on TTC buildings (repeats) 

daylighting Hastings’s creek where it goes through dog park 

less paving, more water permeable paving 



water/stormwater management - combined with beautification  

green roofs 

solar panels for TTC roof 

habitat connectivity 

solar powered lights on streets and in parks 

green streets 

repair fairs 

forest therapy 

potential for TTC roof 

sharing experience and info to reduce GHG in homes 

electric car charging stations on streets 

lots of biodiversity everywhere, native plant species 

repurposing vacant barren land 

garden exchange (plant sharing) 

more native plants in park 

daylight portion of Hastings Creek 

bike sharing for kids 

murals 

green powered neighbourhood high speed internet 

encouraging landlords to retrofit  

attractive fencing around TTC yard (art)  

2050 Cover Story 

The pocket has its own SMR for district heating and electrical power 

Rainwater capture is widespread 

World renowned local stores 

Scales of change 

Higher density along transit line, especially Danforth 

diversity and inclusion are the norm 

seniors home mixed with student housing 

more protected spaces to grow veggies 

natural lawns, no grass 

year-round food growing in greenhouses 

native plants 

orchard trees full of fruit 

car free 

no more plastic or better recycling 

art sculptures in Phin Park 

no more diesel gas cars 

Rock garden for areas that have flooding regularly 

Music sharing at Phin Park and Oakvale gardens  



 
Need for mid-rise infill to increase density 
There are some underutilized areas/lands to increase density: 
Parking lot near Wandering Spirit School 
City could also purchase some house lots that are in poor shape 

The climate will be hotter 

more community gardens 

Avoid paving yards space + impermeable surfaces 

eating what's available seasonally  

Buying local and inter-community commerce 
But also important to no isolate ourselves from the wider Toronto community 

green roof (TTC) 

more affordable housing 

complete community 

Dog Park Opens [in Green Spaces – something along these lines] 
(better yet/think bigger: "THIRD" Dog Park Opens) 

First Entirely Solar Energy Neighbourhood in Canada 

First Petrochemical-free Neighbourhood in the World  
(this means no use of petrochemicals in even small things, like roof shingles, etc.) 

net zero 

electric cars 

Green roof on TTC building (repeats) 

high uptake of heat pumps 

renewable energy 

net positive local power 

80 percent of cars electric 

pocket reforested with great carbon sinks 

more bike lanes 

more heat waves 

50 percent of homes retrofitted  

net zero showcased at the Pocket 

green energy capture through thermal, solar, water 

more densification 

electrification of all buildings in the Pocket 

what if we had created a path that walks all around the NBH, full of flowers, greenspace and where 
we host annual food festival 

Less smog 

The Pocket "A Pollinator paradise" 

Toronto achieves tree canopy target 

first neighbourhood to have no lawns 

Piliated woodpeckers return to the Pocket 

the east end neighbourhood streetscape will leave you in awe 

net zero in the pocket 

neighbourhood inhabited by a more representative cross-section of our city 



almost no privately owned cars 

almost everyone uses ride hailing to get to computer driven electric cars 

The most diverse and inclusive neighbourhood in Toronto 

we've protected greenery and planted trees that we will look after 

more food production 

reinvesting in trees canopy sustainability 

streets full of people and green, less pavement 

net zero pocket residents now providing surplus energy to the City of Toronto 

Phin Park is a place to grow food 

bicycles are everywhere 

one of Toronto’s most accessible neighbourhoods 

community sets precedent for communal compost 

more neighbourhood food production 

carbon neutral  

preserving plant species that are bird and insect friendly 

 

Home Retrofit Breakout Group Activity   

Renovation vs. Additions – these are different, people need to be considered 

renovation – personal comfort, to improve for cost savings perspective, for the greater 
good/community/environment – first 2 people will want to do most, 3rd is the most challenges 

Work as a community to pull that together. Part of pocket change 

Older homes – 60 to 110… people must spend money on things unseen, people need to consider 
updates 

Some things have been updated… with older people they may not 

Don’t start poking around too much in an old house! 

We’ve been following the Pocket Change playbook (using the coach) and using the list – changing out 
windows (over 4-6 months), doing blower door test again for air leakage and heat loss, and install 
exterior cladding for insulation, then it will be time to assess heat source (size, type of air source 
pump) and a solar panel to power that. Paul is walking them through every step of the way. 

GHG 

End of life/need to replace things (furnace, windows, roof) 

Insulation and windows 

Insulate insulate insulate!! 

Native plants for sun or shade 

would like to suggest you look into rain gardens! 

We want to look into replacing our asphalt driveway with permeable pavers. 

Practical issues - budget and details - advice 

thinking of replacing roof to a metal roof, husband has electric car, tesla, have on demand water 
heater, interested in retrofits, old home, 100 years old, scary to do large renovations to older homes, 
finding good contractors can be tricky, specialized contractors, expensive quotes, not charging an arm 
and a leg 



 

How long do you consider an upgrade? 

 Years (6-7 years) 

Often times people do renovations right after they buy, as people stay longer, they do less 

Pocket should consider opportunity to intervene when people 

 Took us 3 months to consider windows (panes, gas within the windows), furnace – 4 different 
companies, so many options  

 

What would make the process easier for you? What do you want to know about? 

Challenge in housing – space. A lot of our basements don’t have the space. Need a specialty team to 
address this type of home 

 Sharing of information among neighbours / fellow Pocketeers, and learning from other mistakes, 
hearing those stories, communal sharing, Facebook 

Finding a way to short circuit the going to multiple contractors 

Education 

Don't know what to do/so many choices 

Having the necessary tools - tool sharing would be great (ex. Extension ladders) 

Knowledge and timing are both important: e.g. at the end of the life cycle of the roof, they need to 
know what to do 

David’s Presentation: Found it very appealing. Would have participated if available when he did 
renovations recently. 

If I can make one phone call to the City of Toronto and find out what I can or can't do from one 
person in about 30 seconds, that would be amazing (e.g. how big of a shed can I build in my back 
yard?) 

Navigating the City of Toronto's requirements is very complicated/ unconscionable 

Information on cheap and easy things that don’t cost thousands of dollars and years of time 

If everyone does a little it’s better than nothing 

Cost affects decisions in a big way, cost is number 1 concern, cost is a big factor 

What are the rebates or incentives? Need more financial incentives, not everyone can pay out of 
pocket for it. Surprised that there aren’t more incentives. Make it more affordable. The city 
committed to retrofitting homes but where are the incentives? We need to get our foot in the door so 
were on the right path when the changes need to be made. 

Looming news from the federal government for $5000 rebates for homeowners, some can be 
retroactively applied, gas companies have offers, city has low interest loan program for retrofits 

Cost is a big factor 

Need help with longer term planning à smart planning is important (Not putting solar on an old roof 

Getting advice that can be trusted 

Contractors don’t know enough, beyond minimum standards and BAU 

In an emergency. When something breaks, you can’t take the time to research options.  



Navigating the City of Toronto's requirements is very complicated/ unconscionable 

I don’t want to pay a lot for someone to give me advice. 

Same as in the condo model. Announce: e.g. Put up your hand if you want to go through window 
installation. One point of contact.  

Would be great to have a database, where everyone could include if they will need to replace 
something soon, so that bulk purchases could be made. 

I'd like to see some info on the benefits for climate change 

Needs information on cheap and easy projects. Need stuff to get started 

Maybe help with longer term planning… Like when a roof needs to be done in the years ahead, etc. 
and what type of work could be done at the same time 
 

Do you think Home Renos are important? And why? 

started process at their house, wanted to make sure when planning that they considered the enviro, 
sometime people only think about what’s aesthetically pleasing, sometimes contractors don’t have 
that background.  Sometimes you have to raise the question – they don’t give you the better options 
in terms of the enviro. Looking to make home more comfortable. Thinking about resale – thinking of 
scores attached to home that puts a number on how enviro sustainable the home is 

Difficult when move from abstract to concrete, but it comes down to dollars and sense, he would love 
to think he would pay for the more expensive thing because it’s better – he thinks that is a difficult 
decision. Great that there are others in the neighbourhood they can learn from, the guy with the 
Ravina Project – he has done really low-tech solutions – he has a website you can learn from 

Idea that it’s not only negotiating bulk discounts, but that they have each other to share these things. 
Ie. If someone wants to buy an electric car but they don’t have a garage/driveway – potentially start a 
program whereby resources could be shared in the community (neighbours could rent a driveway in 
their NBH) 

Energy efficiency 

Improved insulation and comfort 

Many houses in the neighbourhood are aging, so if there is an opportunity to upgrade the structure of 
a house, you could do them in the greenest way possible 

Less clutter and more livable space – more accommodating for family needs 

Opportunity to increase density and create a secondary unit (which can also be rented out) 

 doing landscaping next – want to figure out best way to make the garden more enviro friendly 

back garden being transformed right now, looking at food production, would like to use space in 
laneways to grow food 

there is a community garden in the NBH 

Very important, scalability à one house is one house but there are thousands, the benefits will 
multiply, there are questions of time and energy, money, and information though  

 

What factors would affect your decision making 

Learn from other neighbours 

access to information to make better educated choices 



money – how to find good solutions that are affordable, then you could share info with your 
neighbours, 

make the resource easy to understand (not super technical) 

if you are thinking of trying to do a reno, not waste all of your money on consultations but rather 
spend your budget on actual work, some way to lower the cost of initial consultations, you don’t 
know if the contractor knows their stuff 

a website top 10 to think about – top 10 window makers that manufacture energy efficient windows, 
top 10 plants for your garden (to attract pollinators, require less water, etc. 

People think about renos for about a year before doing 

 Understanding process  

 Dealing with contractors can be challenging and can feel embarrassing (if your home is in rough 
shape and you may feel that contractors may judge your house), or sometimes if you're a woman, or 
you're less informed about the work, etc. 

One person recommended Goldfinch Energy - women led energy auditors 

How to pick a good company for the work 

Ask for recommendations/referrals about trusted companies from somebody in the neighbourhood 

cost 

 

 

 

  



Appendix 3:  Pocket Workshop 1 – Draft Themes Report 

Community Connection  

People of the Pocket 

My neighbours who work so hard to make this a great community 

Community connection  

Spirit of the people 

community events 

Kids play in the street, like in the old days 

Community gardens 

Diversity of community events 

Socially conscious  

fun loving 

great people 

dog park  

pride parade 

Christmas party 

Food festivals 

return of the Tool Library 

more community engagement  

repair fairs  

fireworks nights 

community togetherness  

  

Home Retrofits   

Renovation vs. Additions – these are different, people need to be considered 

renovation – personal comfort, to improve for cost savings perspective, for the greater 
good/community/environment – first 2 people will want to do most, 3rd is the most challenges 

Work as a community to pull that together? Part of pocket change 

Older homes – 60 to 110… people have to spend money on things unseen, people need to 
consider updates 

Some things have been updated… with older people they may not 

Don’t start poking around too much in an old house! 

We’ve been following the Pocket Change playbook (using the coach) and using the list – 
changing out windows (over 4-6 months), doing blower door test again for air leakage and 
heat loss, and install exterior cladding for insulation, then it will be time to assess heat source 
(size, type of air source pump) and a solar panel to power that. Paul is walking them through 
every step of the way. 

GHG reductions 

End of life/need to replace things (furnace, windows, roof) 



Insulation and windows 

Insulate insulate insulate!! 

Native plants for sun or shade 

would like to suggest you look into rain gardens! 

We want to investigate replacing our asphalt driveway with permeable pavers. 

Practical issues - budget and details - advice 

thinking of replacing roof to a metal roof, husband has electric car, tesla, have on demand 
water heater, interested in retrofits, old home, 100 years old, scary to do large renovations to 
older homes, finding good contractors can be tricky, specialized contractors, expensive quotes, 
not charging an arm and a leg 

Replacing furnace, A/C, water heater, windows, fixtures – how can we reduce GHGs (biggest 
thing right now), looking at air source heat pumps 

Challenge in housing – space. A lot of our basements don’t have the space. Need a specialty 
team to address this type of home 

Sharing of information among neighbours / fellow Pocketeers, and learning from other 
mistakes, hearing those stories, communal sharing, Facebook  

Finding a way to short circuit the going to multiple contractors 

renewable energy and storage 

Communal EV charging stations 

Community workshops on how to car for your home (ie. Leaks, drafts, etc.) 

Pocket reaches net zero carbon emissions  

New shite paint that can be used on houses, that saves energy and reduces emissions 

Green Roofs 

EV charging stations on streets 

sharing experience and information to reduce GHG emissions form houses 

Green energy capture through solar, thermal, water 

electrification of all buildings  

80 percent electric cars 

50 percent of homes retrofitted by 2050 

heat pumps  

renewable energy and storage 

small wind turbines on homes  

  

Complete Streets  

safety of streets 

great NBH for walking through - can't drive through it! 

Kids can play on the street, like in the old days 

More street trees 

bike and pedestrian lanes getting people across the NBH 

bike lanes that infiltrate runoff and send it to planters on side of street 



beautification of streets - more flowers, trees 

Livia Court- Cars don’t go through. Safe for kids.  People go out and socialize.  

Sidewalks- Parallel to Phin, goes through Oakvale. great sacred places. People can walk, 
socialize with neighbours, connect with nature  

streets are very peaceful 

It’s a great place to walk! Greenwood to Jones through residential streets and green spaces 

Walkable, quiet streets – Oakville, Past the school, east west route with Phin Park at the 
centre  

Lack of arterial streets 

More street trees – the bounding streets are quite barren, would help soften the harder 
edges 

but they need to be planted in a way that they survive 

better snow removal 

I’d love to see a pedestrian way south of the TTC yard to Greenwood 

I would love to have pedestrian crossing to cross Greenwood at Oakvale Ave  

 Dedicated bike lane, or marked lanes for pedestrians and bikes through Phin / Oakvale Green 

Pocket street signage 

microparks with sitting 

all streets covered by a thick canopy of trees 

installation of solar powered lighting  

EV charging stations on streets 

Green streets - more trees, wider sidewalks  

  

Arts and Culture  

Piece of artwork at the corner of Donlands. Canoe. Designed to recreate the history of the 
creek. Sad that it’s not visible. We should make it more visible 

Secret art installations - A knot in a pine tree by the track at Wandering Spirit that has been 
converted into a night skyline.  Bowling pins attached high on a hydro pole and others. 

Accessibility 

Proximity to the Danforth, subway, and amenities 

Maselli's 

Book store 

I’d love to see the return of the Tool Library to the East End, somewhere in the Pocket or 
close by. It was a fantastic resource. 

Condor Lane Rejuvenation - Mural Project? 

beekeeping 

Permaculture training for home gardens for veggies  

artwork for sound barrier wall 



mural on indigenous school, garages, alleys 

laneway mural festival 

Community art - in lanes and parks 

taste of the Danforth 

Ribfest  

music and theatre  

food festivals celebrating diversity of cultures 

art in lanes 

art in public spaces   

  

Parks and Greenspaces   

Phin Park - an asset 

new mom makes connection sin Phin Park 

more accessible play structures 

more interesting/upgraded play structure 

events in Phin Park 

how much the park has changed over the years 

basketball court 

butterfly garden in Phin Park 

winter skating rink in Phin Park 

wider age range of play structures/opportunities 

more free play/water play 

more direct and deliberate transportation through Phin Park, use it as a hub! it is so valuable. 

installation of solar powered lighting   

Oakvale green  

community gardens 

Dog park 

Councillor Fletcher helped get dog park approved 

Dog park should be names after Nicholas' dog  

 

Wandering Spirit School - could there be access to the field/yard after school hours? 

Native garden plans in WSS? - Heard there was interest, curious to know where that stands. 

Restore public access to WSS field  

 



Trees 

More trees 

caretakers to care for trees 

street trees – the bounding streets are quite barren, would help soften the harder edges:  but 
they need to be planted in a way that they survive 

Replace restore tree canopy. More trees 

Toronto reaches tree canopy target 

biodiversity 

increase native plants everywhere 

gardens for butterflies and bees 

Neighbourhood-wide education and action program to reduce invasive plants and increase 
native and pollinator-friendly ones. 

beekeeping 

swallowtail project  

more edible plants and bushes in open spaces 

micro parks with sitting (Chatham)  

escape stress by walking the Green Pocket Path around the NBH, filled with flowers and trees 

replacing invasives species with native ones 

habitat connectivity   

Locations:  Phin Park, Oakvale Green/community garden/dog park 

Dedicated bike lane, or marked lanes for pedestrians and bikes through Phin / Oakvale Green 

  

TTC  

The TTC yards were the first brickyards in Toronto 

Some people love the sound of the trains--they find it comforting (I live too far from the tracks 
to hear them). 

Greening TTC roof 

Children love to hear/see the trains 

solar panels over parking lots (ex from Europe), maybe TTC yard could do the same with trains 

solar panel for the TTC roof 

Have discovered that the TTC shop has a strong roof that could withstand a delux green roof 
including trees 

attractive fencing around TTC yard with art 

   



Appendix 4:  Resident Feedback 

 

Feedback From Participants  

Thanks very much to you and your team for leading the workshop on Monday. 
I thoroughly enjoyed it and would like to be kept involved moving forward. I am also happy to 
volunteer for future initiatives. 

Hello, many thanks to you!  I’m happy to pitch in wherever and whenever …   Please keep me 
informed.   

Great session Lisa, please keep me on the list for future Pocket SNAPS, and I’d be interested 
to know more about volunteer opportunities, and what those might look like. 

Thanks for the great public meeting. Please keep me up to date with future events. 

Thanks for the engaging discussion. Please keep me on your mailing list for any future events 
or consultations. 

Please include me on your list if I'm not there. I always wanted to hang with a rock star!  
Once again, Excellent presentation. 
Thanks again for the work that you and your colleagues did to make the workshop 
informative, engaging, and interactive! 

Thank you so much for organizing this great event. I would like to be kept informed of future 
events and opportunities for participation. I am also interested in volunteering!  
 
Key ideas that were discussed in my groups are:  

• Art mural on the Ravina Crescent back lane (the one next to the First Nation school 
and Phin Park).  

• Beautify the Ravina Crescent back lane (upper section) by removing the high fence 
and adding plants/flowerpots/lights along the walking path. 

• Cultural food festival to celebrate the many cultures of the pocket (post Covid)  

• Improve the relationship and inclusion in the community of the First Nation school of 
Toronto 

 
 

  

  



 

Appendix 5:  “What We Learned” – presented at PCA AGM 

 

 

 

 

 

What we learned

 Community 
connec on

 Love of greenspace 
and parks

 Love the  Pocket  
feel

 Sharing Economy 

 Environmentally and 
Socially Conscious


